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What is a text’s audience?

The audience is the group of people the text was intended for.

Not necessarily the person reading it! I once had a student who said 
that the audience of an article on a practice exam paper was GCSE 
students, which is technically true, but the article itself was about 

fishing! The audience was, in fact, fishermen ;) 

When we think about the audience of a text, we need to consider 
several factors…



What we need to consider…

Age
How old is the audience and how might that affect how the writer 

communicates with them?
For example text aimed at younger students will have a much lower 
register (a simpler choice of words) whereas texts aimed at an older 

audience might use more professional language.
A text might also be structured clearly and in short paragraphs to keep 

the attention of younger children.



What we need to consider…

Education

This could mean how formally educated the audience is.
However, the level of education means more than how many qualifications 

and degrees the audience has.
How much does the audience already know? An article about mountain 

biking in a broadsheet newspaper (meant for everyone) will look very 
different to an article about the same thing in Mountain Biker’s Monthly 
(meant for people already interested in biking). The latter will use more 

jargon (technical language) whereas the former will spend time explaining 
what the sport is.



What we need to consider…

Hierarchy
What is the status of the audience, especially compared to the writer? 
If you were writing a letter to the Prime Minister, you would likely use 

extremely formal English with respectful terms and a businesslike tone.
On the other hand, if you were writing an open letter to your 

classmates on the same topic, you would probably use some informal 
English, humour and emotive language.



The bottom line!

Like its form, your text’s audience determines:

•Its structure
•Its content
•Its language



Pause the video!
Read this letter from a boy to his father. The boy, Henry, is attending boarding 
school, and he hates it. He alleges that conditions at the school are awful and 
wants to come home. 

Cotherstone Academy Aug. 7. 1822 Dear Father 

Dear Father,

If you recollect, I promised that I would write you a sly letter, which I assure you I have 
not forgot, and now an opportunity has come at last. I hope, my dear Father, you will 
not let Mr. Smith know anything about it for he would flog me if he knew it. I hope, my 
dear Father, you will write me a letter as soon as you receive this, but pray don’t 
mention anything about this in yours; only put a X at the bottom, The Letters I write you 
are all examined before they leave the School. I am obliged to write what Mr. Smith tells 
us and the letters you send me are all examined by Mr. Smith before I see them, so I 
hope, my dear Father, you will mention nothing of this when you write. 

It is now two years come October since I left you at Islington, but I hope, my dear Father, 
you will let me come home at Xmas that we may once more meet again alive - if God 
permit me to live as long. Believe me, my dear Father, I would rather be obliged to work 
all my life time than remain here another year. 

Your respectful son Henry 

What can we tell about 
the audience?

Can we guess their age 
(roughly)?

Can we guess their 
education level?

Are they higher or lower 
status than the writer?

How do we know?



Answers

• Can we guess their age (roughly)?

Probably middle- aged since Henry does not sound like a very young child 

• Can we guess their education level?

Probably well- educated since Henry’s register is quite sophisticated 

• Are they higher or lower status than the writer?

Higher status, since he repeats: “my dear Father” and signs off: “your respectful 
son, Henry”.



What is purpose?

What is the writer trying to do to the 
reader?

This is their purpose. 



All writing has a purpose!

All writers want to make you feel, think or know something.

In fiction, a writer’s purpose is often to entertain and perhaps to 
deliver a message.

However, in non-fiction, a much broader range of purposes are 
common.



Common purposes include

To entertain
To persuade

To advise
To inform



There are more…

• To analyse (for example, an essay that weighs up two sides of an argument)
• To argue (this is very similar to persuade and analyse)
• To describe (for example, travel writing that describes new people and places)
• To explain (this is very similar to inform and advise)
• To instruct (for example, a recipe)

However, our four main purposes , entertain, persuade, advise and 
inform, are the most commonly seen on exam papers.



For example, take an article about the popularity of 
mountain biking versus a letter to your headteacher 
about changing your school’s uniform policy. The 
purpose pie will look very different for each!
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All these ingredients will determine what a 
text says and how the writer says it.

Different purposes could affect:
• Level of formality
• Register
• Amount of jargon or specialist language
• Amount of statistics and data included
• Level of humour
• Number and type of persuasive techniques (more on these later in the 

course!)

Just like the form and the audience, the purpose affects the structure, 
content and language of the text.


